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The algebra of operators commuting with a Boolean algebra of projections of

finite uniform multiplicity (in the sense of Bade [3]) has been studied by Foguel

[10] and the author [12]. The aim of the present paper is to show that most prop-

erties described in these two papers can be extended (sometimes, under additional

conditions) to the algebra S of all the operators which commute with a complete

countably decomposable Boolean algebra of projections containing no projections

of infinite uniform multiplicity. It should be mentioned that one cannot get

interesting general results in the case in which there are projections of infinite

uniform multiplicity in the Boolean algebra of projections, since every operator

on a Banach space commutes with the Boolean algebra of projections composed

from the identities 0 and 7.

We shall start by proving that for every operator AeS. there is a sequence of

projections belonging to the above mentioned Boolean algebra of projections

which increases to the identity and A multiplied by any element of this sequence is

a spectral operator. Relying on this result we study the spectrum of operators of 5

and give a necessary and sufficient condition for such an operator to be spectral.

In the following section we generalize Theorem 8 of [12] showing that in H a

strong limit of spectral operators on a Hilbert space is spectral provided that they

are of the same finite type and their resolutions of the identity are uniformly

bounded. Adequate examples elucidate why we require the boundedness of the

type of the spectral operators in most theorems.

1. Preliminaries. For convenience we shall summarize here some definitions

and results concerning the Bade theory of multiplicity for Boolean algebras of

projections on Banach spaces (see [2] and [3] and the general theory of spectral

operators (see [4], [6], [7], [8], and [13])).

According to Bade [3], a Boolean algebra (B.A.) of projections S will be called

complete if for every family {Fa}£«f the projections V Fa and A. Ea exist in S and,

moreover

(1.1) (V Ea)X = cl m{EaX) ;       (A Ea)X = f| EaX.
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A projection EeS will be called countably decomposable if every family of dis-

joint projections in S bounded by F is at most countable. If the identity leê

satisfies this condition S will be called countably decomposable.

A function m on a complete abstract B.A. S whose values are cardinals will be

called a multiplicity function provided

(1.2) m(0) = 0       and       m(\/ Ea) = V/ rn(Ea);       {Ea} £ <?.
a

The cardinal number m(E) is called the multiplicity of F. We say that EeS has

uniform multiplicity p if m(F)=p whenever 0/FáF.

The cyclic subspace spanned by a vector x is defined by

(1.3) Srt(x) = clm{Fx|FE<?}.

Then, the following theorem (due to Bade) holds :

Theorem A. Let S be a complete B.A. of projections in a Banach space X. There

exists a unique multiplicity function m defined on S with the property that for each

EeS which is countably decomposable, m(E) is the least cardinal power of a set of

cyclic subspaces spanning the range of E. There is a unique decomposition of the

identity

(1.4) T=\/£v

info disjoint projections such that //Fv^0, Fv has uniform multiplicity v.

According to [5, p. 580], for any bounded linear operator A, p(A) will denote its

resolvent set, a(A) its spectrum, ov(A) its point spectrum, oc(A) its continuous

spectrum and ar(A) its residual one. For A e p(A) we shall write R(X, A) = (XI—A)'X.

The next two results were proved by Dunford [4, Lemma 3] and [6, Lemma 1].

Theorem B. Let E be the resolution of the identity for the spectral operator A,

and let N be its generalized nilpotent part. Then in the uniform operator topology,

and uniformly with respect to f in any closed set p<= p(A), we have

Theorem C. Let Ex,..., Fv be bounded disjoint projections in X, each commuting

with the bounded operator A and such that I=EX+ ■ ■ ■ +EV. Then A is a spectral

operator if and only if each restriction A\EKX is a spectral operator. If A is a spectral

operator, then the resolution of the identity for the restriction A\E{X is the corre-

sponding restriction of the resolution of the identity for A.

The commuting spectral measures on Hilbert spaces were first studied by Wermer

[13]. We shall quote this remarkable result.
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Theorem D. Let E(-) and F(-) be two commuting spectral measures on Hilbert

space whose bounds are M, respectively L. Then, the Boolean algebra of projections

generated by E() and F( ■ ) is bounded by AM2L.

Let A be a spectral operator whose resolution of the identity is E(-). By Foguel

[8, Lemma 1, p. 59], A has a unique decomposition

A = ((ReX)E(dX) + i i(lm X)E(dX) + N,

where N is the generalized nilpotent part and  R = Re A=§ (Re X)E(dX) and

J=lmA=)(lm X)E(dX) are called the real, respectively imaginary part of A.

We shall conclude this section by quoting the following result proved in

[12, Theorem 8].

Theorem E. Let {An} be a sequence of spectral operators commuting with a B.A. of

projections affinité uniform multiplicity N and assume that it converges strongly to

an operator A. Let G(An, ■) denote the resolution of the identity for An. If there is a

constant L such that ||G(^4n, S)|| ^L; «= 1, 2,..., Se Borel sets, then A is spectral

(of type N). Moreover, the sequence of the scalar parts of A converges strongly to

the scalar part of A and the same assertion holds with respect to the nilpotent parts,

real parts and imaginary parts.

2. Notation. Throughout the paper X denotes a fixed Banach space unless

otherwise specified, S is a complete, countably decomposable B.A. of projections

containing no projections of infinite uniform multiplicity and S the algebra of all

the operators which commute with S.

3. Spectral properties. Foguel has proved in [10, Theorem 2.3] that for every

operator A commuting with a complete countably decomposable B.A. of pro-

jections of finite uniform multiplicity there is a sequence of projections belonging

to the mentioned B.A. which increases to the identity and such that A multiplied

by any projection of this sequence is spectral. It will be shown now that this

property still holds in our case.

Lemma 1. Assume 38 is a complete countably decomposable B.A. of projections

of finite multiplicity p (not necessarily uniform) and A an operator commuting with

38. Then, there exists an increasing sequence {Fn}; Fne38; «=1, 2,... such that

Y\mn^x Fnx=x; xe X and AFn; «=1, 2,... are spectral operators of finite type p.

Proof. By (1.4) 1= Vf=i Fi = Z?=i F¡ where F¡ = 0 or it has uniform multiplicity

¡' and the projections E¡, l¿¡i¿¡p, are disjoint. Then A = 2f.i AE¡ and the operator

A/EiX (the restriction of A to EtX) commutes with the complete countably

decomposable B.A. of projections

38 i = {E¡EiX\Ee38).
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Since 38{ has finite uniform multiplicity /, in view of [10, Theorem 2.3], the state-

ment of the lemma holds for AIEtX, 1 ̂  i%p, and consequently for A.

Theorem 2. Let  A e S.   There  exists  an   increasing  sequence  {Pk},  Pk e S,

k = 1, 2,... which converges strongly to the identity I and such that

(i) Pk has finite multiplicity.

(ii) APk is a spectral operator of finite type.

Proof. According to (1.4) and our hypotheses we get

(3.1) 7=\/F„
n = l

where F„ = 0 or F„ has uniform multiplicity n, n = 1, 2,_Put

V

Gp= V En,      p = 1,2,....

One can easily see that GpeS and it has finite multiplicity. Moreover Gx^G2

á • ¿Gp£- ■ ■ and I=Wp=i G*- Thus, by Bade [2, Lemma 2.3], {Gp} converges

strongly to I. Denote

Sp = {E/GpX\EeS},      p = l,2,....

It is a complete countably decomposable B.A. of projections on the subspace

GVX which has finite multiplicity. The operator A\GPX commutes with Sp, hence,

by Lemma 1 we can find an increasing sequence of projections {EPih}, EPth e Sp,

h, p — 1, 2,... such that

(3.2) ( V Ep_hGp)x = lim EPthGpx = Gpx,       xeX,

and AEPih is a spectral operator of finite type on GpX. Then AEPihGv will be a

spectral operator of finite type on the whole space X. Put

(3.3) Fs>h=  V EPthGp,       h,s= 1,2.

It is easy to see that Fs>ft e S and AFs¡h is still a spectral operator of finite type since

Fs_hX may be considered as a direct sum of invariant closed subspaces on which A

is a spectral operator of finite type (see Theorem C). Further, let us remark that

{Fs>ft} is an increasing net since s'^s" and h'^h" imply FSiJl ̂ 7>>tt». But by (3.2)

00 CO

V Fs.n l\ V Fr.n l\ V Er,hGr = Gr,       r = 1, 2,...;
(s.Ji) h = l fc = l

and consequently

/ £ V E.j> 2 V Gt - I.
(.sM r = l

Thus, by Bade [2, Lemma 2.3] the supremum and the strong limit of the net

{FSi„} are the same and we shall get lim(s wFänx=x, xeX. Denote Pk = Fkik,
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k = 1, 2,.... Then Pk e S, APk is a spectral operator of finite type, Pk has finite

multiplicity (m(Pk) á m(Gk)) and

V Pk = V FKk ^ Fkik S FM,       k=\,2,...,   s,hïk.
fc=l /c = l

Therefore V™=i Fk = I which is equivalent with lim^.-,« Pkx = x, x e X.    Q.E.D.

In view of the previous theorem it will be interesting to study the connection

between the spectrum of an operator A e H and the spectra of spectral operators

APk defined in Theorem 2. Since this problem may have other applications we shall

study it in a more general context.

7« what follows in this section we shall suppose that {Pn}, Pnj=I, n= 1, 2,..., is a

sequence of projections converging strongly to the identity I and T is an operator

which commutes with Pn, «= 1, 2,....

Lemma 3. Ui-i op(PnT) = op(T) u {0}.

Proof. To every A e ov(T) there is a vector Xot^O such that (A —F)xo=0. Thus

(A—PnT)Pnx0=0, « = 1, 2,..., where Fnx0 ^ 0 for « sufficiently large. Consequently,

A £ op(PnT) for « sufficiently large. Conversely, suppose that 0 ^ A e op(PnT) for

some «. Then, we can find Xot^O such that Ax0=FnFx0 and, by applying Pn, we

shall get Pnx0=x0. Hence (A-F)xo = 0.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. ar(F)ç{0} u (J"=i "Á.PJ).

Proof. If 0^ A0 e or(T) then, A0 — T is one-to-one and by Lemma 3, X0 — PnT is

one-to-one also for « = 1, 2,.... Therefore,

A0 e P(PnT) u cc(PnT) u or(PnT),       «=1,2,....

If A0 i <yr(PnT), «=1,2,..., then {(A0 - PnT) X} ~ = X, « = 1, 2,.... Since A0 belongs

to the residual spectrum of T we can find a vector ye X—{(A0 — T)X}~ and a

sequence {x„} such that

(3.4) y = lim (X0-PnT)xn.

Relying on the fact that {||P„||} is a bounded sequence and {Pn} converges strongly

to the identity we shall get

y = lim Pn(X0-PnT)xn = lim (A0-F)Fnxn,
n-*co n-»oo

i.e., y e{(X0 — T)X}~ which contradicts the choice of y. Thus A0 belongs to the

residual spectrum of PnT for some «.   Q.E.D.

Foguel has proved in [8, Theorem 1, p. 56] that a spectral operator of finite

type has not residual spectrum. From this theorem, Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 we

can get the next result.

Corollary 5. IfAeE, or(A)^{0}.
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Lemma 5. If PnT, n = l, 2,..., are spectral operators of the same type m and

their resolutions of the identity are uniformly bounded

(3.5) ||E(PnT, •)|| í Mx,       n=l,2,...,

then

(3.6) a(F)u{0} = {Oia(FnF)}".

Proof. As a consequence of Gelfand's representation theory of commutative

F-algebras

o(PnT) S a(Pn) ■ o(T) = {0} u o(T),       n = 1, 2,....

Then,

Conversely, let 0 ̂  A0 e o(T) ; if A0 e op(T) u ar(T) then, the conclusion follows

immediately from Lemmas 3 and 4. Hence, we can assume that A0 e oc(T) and

A0 <£ {U„°=1 o(PnT)}~. Now, let W be an open circle around A0 of radius r; 0<r< 1

such that

Wn(Q1<PnT)) = 0.

Using Theorem B for the spectral operator PnT (of type m) we shall get

F(A0,FnF)=  ÏNÏÏ       f^¡0,       «=L2,...,
k = 0 Ja(PnT)\A0—p)

where Nn is the nilpotent part of PnT. Thus

||F(A0,FnF)|| è 2 |J«|Jgf áS 2 ¡TV*!,       n= 1,2,....

Since {Fn} converges strongly to T there exists a constant M2 such that |[F„|| ÚM2,

n = 1, 2,.... Then, if 5n denotes the scalar part of PnT, we get

||Ay ^ ||PnF|| + ||Snjj á A/aliril+4^   sup    |A|
Ae<7(P„T)

(3.7)
á M21FII+4M! sup  |A| =M3,

A6d(D

where M3 does not depend on n. With no loss of generality we can suppose that

M3 ̂  1. Hence,

(3.8) ||F(A0, PnT)|| ^ 4mMxM£lrm + 1 = M4,       n = 1, 2,...,

where M4 also does not depend on n. But

inf  ||(A0-FnF)x|| = 1/||F(A0, PnT)\\ ê 1/M4,       n = 1, 2,... ;
iwi-i
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therefore
||(A0-F)x|| ^ 1/Af4,       xeX,    \\x\\ = 1,

and consequently A0 <£ o(T) which contradicts the hypotheses.    Q.E.D.

It will be seen in a following example (in §5) that we may not prove the previous

lemma without the assumption that PnT, « = 1,2,... are spectral operators of the

same finite type. The next necessary and sufficient condition for spectrality will be

useful in what follows.

Theorem 7. Assume that:

(i) PkPn=PnPk=PkforkSn,

(ii) PnT=Sn + Nn, «= 1, 2,..., are spectral operators of the same finite type m

and Sn and Nn the respective scalar and nilpotent parts.

Then T is spectral (of type m) if and only if there is a constant M such that

(3.9) \\E(PnT, 3)|| g M,       «=1,2,...,

for every Borel set 8. Furthermore,

(3.10) E(T, 8)x = lim E(PnT, S)x,       xeX,       Se Borel sets.
n-Kx>

Proof. Let Fbe spectral and assume \\Pn\\ £KU «= 1, 2,..., and \\E(T, 8)\\¿K2,

S e Borel sets. Then T/PnX, « = 1, 2,..., are spectral and their resolutions of the

identity are uniformly bounded by KxK2 and hence (3.9) holds for M=KXK2

+ (l+Kx). Now, suppose that (3.9) is satisfied. If k<n, PkT=PkPnT, thus,

PnT¡PkX=PkT¡PkX. Hence, their resolutions of the identity coincide (on the

invariant subspace PkX) i.e., E(PnT, )Pk = E(PkT, )Pk. Take xe (J£=i FnXand

let k be the first integer for which x e PkX. Then, for « > k,

E(PnT,   )x = E(PnT,  )Pkx = E(PkT, -)Pkx = E(PkT,  )x

and, consequently, we can define the operator

E()x= lim E(PnT,  )x,       x e Q PnX.
n-**> n = l

Since the set \J™=xPnX is dense and ||F(-)x|| ^M||x|| for xelJ^iF^ the

operator E() can be defined in a unique way on the whole space X such that it

will be a bounded linear operator satisfying

E()x = lim E(PnT,   )x,       x e X.
n-*<x>

Obviously, E( ■ ) is a spectral measure commuting with T. In view of [5, Theorem

IV-10-6], E()x is countable additive for every xe X. By Lemma 6 (applied on

E(8)X, 8 e Borel sets)

a(T¡E(8)X) s ^[J^(PnTIE(8)X)y Q [^ a(PnZ?(8)F)}~

= {C^ o(PnE(PnT, 8)F)}"S {0} u |C^ o(PnT/E(PnT, 8)x)}"s {0} u8
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and if 0 £ o(T) then E(-) is the resolution of the identity for Fand (3.10) holds. If

0 e o(T) we can find a scalar A e p(T) and, further, we can prove that A — F is

spectral (by applying the first part of the proof to it). Then, by [7, Lemma 1] Fis

also spectral and (3.10) is satisfied.   Q.E.D.

This theorem shows that, in fact, Lemma 6 deals only with spectral operators of

finite type. Now, we can improve it as follows.

Theorem 8. Assume that T=S+N is a spectral operator whose scalar and

generalized nilpotent parts are S, respectively TV. Then (3.6) holds.

Proof. We shall follow the proof of Lemma 6. As in it, it suffices to show that

A0 e oc(T) implies A0 e {ljn°= i CT(FiF)} ". First, remark that in view of [7, Theorem 2]

PnT are spectral operators and there is a constant Mx such that

\\E(PnT,-)\\ á Mx,       »-1,2,....

There also exists a constant M2 such that ||F„|| =í Af2, n = l, 2,.... If for some

A0 e ac(T) we have A0 £ {(J„°=i o(PnT)}~, then, following the idea of the proof of

Lemma 6 we get

llJWi     P TMI   < AM     S   WWW   < 4MlAÍ2   V   11^1
||F(A0,F„F)|| S 4MX 2, h^TT = —:— 2, —pir-

k = 0   ' ' »c = 0       '

since the generalized nilpotent part of PnT satisfies Nn=PnN, n = l,2,.... If

|F(A0, F„F) || is uniformly bounded for n=l, 2,... we finish the proof as in

Lemma 6, if not, we can assume the existence of a subsequence {F(A0, Pn¡T)} for

which lim^.0 ||F(A0,FniF)||=oo. Consequently 2k=x \\Nk\\lrk diverges and

(\\Nk\\lrk)llk>ir for k sufficiently large; i.e., N is not a generalized nilpotent as we

have assumed.   Q.E.D.

4. Strong limits in S. The author has proved in [12] (see also Theorem E) that

a strong limit of spectral operators commuting with a complete countably decom-

posable B.A. of projections of finite uniform multiplicity is spectral provided their

resolutions of the identity are uniformly bounded. Now, we shall generalize this

theorem under the additional assumption that the underlying space is a separable

Hilbert space.

Lemma 9. Let T be a spectral operator in a separable Banach space X and G()

its resolution of the identity. If\\G(8)\\ ^Mfor every Borel set 8 for which (7(38) = 0,

then,

(4.1) ||G(a)|| ^ M,       o e Borel sets.

Proof. Let r, be a closed set in the complex plane. Define

r,T = {p I \p-X\ < r for some A e r¡),       0 < r ^ 1.

These open sets r,, satisfy :

(4.2) V S V £ r,r.,       0 < r' < r" Ú 1.
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Now, let {xn} be a dense sequence. By [2, Theorem 3.1], to every vector xn there is a

linear functional xjf e X* with the properties :

(i) x*G(S)xn^0, 8 e Borel sets,

(ii) if x*G(S)xn=0, then G(S)xn = 0.

Denote

gn(r) = x*G(-qr)xn,       0 < r S 1,   «=1,2,....

In view of (4.2) gn(r) is an increasing function of r, hence, the set Dn of all its

points of discontinuity is at most countable, consequently, the set D = {Jn = 1 Dn

is also at most countable. But

x*G(7]ro)xn g x*G(ijTo)xn ^ x*G(r¡r)xn,       r0 < r,

and, for r0 $ D, limr^ro gn(r)=gn(r0), n= 1, 2,... ; therefore

x*G(r¡To)xn = x*G(ijro)xn,       « = 1, 2,....

Relying on the properties of x? we shall get G(r¡ro)xn = G(?jro)xn, n=l,2,...,r0$D

and further G(t]ro) = G(rjro), r0 i D. In conclusion G(d-qro) = 0, r0 $ D, i.e.,

\\G(r,ro)\\ = M,       r0tD.

Now, let us choose a decreasing sequence {r,) such that r,$ D and limy-.«, ̂  = 0.

Then by [2, Lemma 2.3] we shall obtain

G(t?)x = g( n *?,,)* = ( Â (fa,,))* = lim G(r,r/)X, xeA'.

Hence ||G(rj)||gAf for every closed set r¡. Since x*G(-)^, x e X, x* e X*, is a

regular measure we can conclude that (4.1) holds also.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 10. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and {Tn} a sequence of spectral

operators converging strongly on X to a spectral operator T. If the resolutions of the

identity ofTn,n = l,2,... satisfy

(4.3) \\G(Tn, S)|| ^ K,       « = 1,2,...,    Se Borel sets,

and the sequence of the scalar parts of Tn converges strongly to the scalar part of

T and the same assertion holds with respect to the generalized nilpotent parts, real

parts and imaginary parts, then the resolution of the identity of T satisfies

(4.4) || G(T, 8)|| ^ 4ZC3,        8 e Borel sets.

Proof. Let Fn = 5'n + 7v'n, T=S+N be their decomposition as a sum of a spectral

operator of scalar type and a generalized nilpotent one. If Rn, R and Jn, J are the

real, respectively imaginary parts of Sn, S, then by [8, Lemma 1, p. 59] their resolu-

tions of the identity satisfy

\\G(Rn, S)|| á K,    \\G(Jn, 8)| ¿ A,       »=1,2,...,    8 e Borel sets.

By [1, Theorem 2.6] ||G(7?, S)|| ̂ TsTfor every Borel set 8 for which G(R, d8)=0 and

the same for G(J, 8). Thus, by Lemma 9,

||G(Z?, a)|| ^ K,    \\G(J, a)|| ^ K,       a e Borel sets.
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By using Theorem D, since S=R + iJ, we shall get

||G(5,a)|| = || G(T, o) || <;4F3

for every Borel set a.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 11. Let 38 be a complete countably decomposable B.A. of projections of

finite multiplicity p on a separable Banach space X and {Tn} a sequence of spectral

operators commuting with 38 and converging strongly to an operator T. Let G(Tn, ■ )

denote the resolution of the identity for F„, if there is a constant M such that

|| G(Tn, 8) || ̂  M, n = 1, 2,..., 8 e Borel sets, then T is spectral (of type p). Moreover,

the sequence of the scalar parts of Tn converges strongly to the scalar part of T and

the same assertion holds with respect to the nilpotent parts, real parts and imaginary

parts.

Proof. By (1.4) /= V?»i E,=2l-i E, where E¡, 7=1,2,...,/», are disjoint

projections belonging to 38, E¡ = 0 or it has uniform multiplicity/ Denote

381 = {E¡EjX\Ee38}.

Then 38, is a complete countably decomposable (since X is separable) B.A. of

projections on E,X and it has uniform multiplicity j (if E, + 0). Remark that

TJEjX, n = l,2,..., are spectral operators which commute with 38, and their

resolutions of the identity are uniformly bounded. Then, by Theorem F, T\E,X

are spectral and further, by Theorem C, F is also spectral (of type p). The last

statement of this theorem follows from the similar assertion proved in Theorem

E.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 12. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and AneS, n=l, 2,..., a

sequence of spectral operators of the same finite type p converging strongly to an

operator A. Let G(An, •) denote the resolution of the identity for An, if there is a

constant M such that || G(An, 8) || á M, n = 1, 2,..., 8 e Borel sets, then A is spectral

(of type p). Moreover, the sequence of the scalar parts of An converges strongly to

the scalar part of A and the same assertion holds with respect to the nilpotent parts,

real parts and imaginary parts.

Proof. By Theorem 2 applied to A, there is a sequence of projections {Pk},

Pkei, k = l,2,..., converging strongly to the identity, increasing and such that

APk is a spectral operator of finite type. Furthermore, Pk has finite multiplicity for

k=\, 2,.... Assume that \\Pk\\ f^L, k=l, 2,... and denote

êk = {E\PkX\Eeê},       k=l,2,....

Then Sk, k= 1, 2,..., are complete countably decomposable B.A. of projections of

finite multiplicity. The operators AJPkX, n= 1, 2,..., commute with Sk and their

resolutions of the identity satisfy

\\G(AJPkX, S)|| è ML,       n, k = 1, 2,...,    8 e Borel sets.
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Thus, by Lemma 11 A\PkX, k=l,2,..., are spectral operators of type p and by

Lemma 10 their resolutions of the identity satisfy

\\G(A¡PkX, 8)| ^ 4(ML)3,       ¿ = 1,2,...,    Se Borel sets.

Consequently, APk, k=l,2,... are spectral operators of type p and their resolu-

tions of the identity are uniformly bounded. Then, by Theorem 7, A is spectral

(of type p).

If Sn, S denote the respective scalar parts of An and A, then it is easy to see that

oo

lim Snx = Sx,       xeij PkX.
n-»oo fc = l

But this union is a dense set and {IS,,!!} is a bounded sequence as a consequence

of the uniform boundedness of G(An, ■); hence {Sn} converges strongly to S. Thus,

the sequence of the nilpotent parts of An converges strongly to the nilpotent part

of A. Similar arguments for the real and imaginary parts will finish the proof.

Q.E.D.

5. Examples.   The following examples are designed to show that some condi-

tions imposed in Lemma 6, Theorem 7 and Theorem 12 are necessary.

Let {ek} be the usual basis of the space l2. To every x = 2í?= i xkek e l2 let us

define

Ux = Oei

+0e2+x2e3

+0e4+x4e5+x5e6

+0e7+x7e8+x8e9+x9ei0

+.

Obviously, U is a bounded linear operator in l2, \\ U\\ = 1 and its spectral radius is

equal to 1, i.e., U is not a generalized nilpotent. Now, let Qn, « = 1, 2,..., be the

orthogonal projection on the subspace generated by {ex, e2,..., en}. The operator

U commutes with Qlt Q3, Q6, Q10, ■ ■ ■ and

UQxX = 0,

UQ3x = x2e3,

UQ6x = x2e3 + x4e5 + x5e6,

¡ygiox = x2e3 + X4e5 + X5e6+X7e8 + x8e9 + X9e10,

hence UQx is a nilpotent of order 1, UQ3 of order 2, UQ6 of order 3, UQ10 of order

4 and so forth. Since {Qx, Q3, Qe, Qxo, ■ ••} converges strongly to the identity and

the resolutions of the identity of UQx, UQ3, UQ6, UQ10, ■ ■ ■ are uniformly bounded

by 1 we have an example which shows that in Lemma 6 the operators TPn,

«=1,2,..., have to be of the same finite type. The same restriction on the type of
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TPn, n= 1, 2,..., is necessary in order to prove Theorem 7 for, if U is spectral,

then by Theorem 8 it must be a generalized nilpotent.

Now, let J5" be the complete B.A. of projections generated by

{Ô1,Ô3,06,Ô10,-.}

(the existence of a complete B.A. of projections is insured by [1, Theorem 3.2],

since l2 is reflexive). Observe that Qx, Q3, Qe, Qxo,... have finite multiplicity and

/= ßi V ß3 V ß6 V Qxo V •••.

Hence & contains no projections of infinite uniform multiplicity and U commutes

with !F. Since the resolutions of the identity for UQX, UQ3, UQ6, UQX0,... are

uniformly bounded we get an example which justifies why in Theorem 12 the

operators An, n = 1, 2,..., are required to be of the same finite type.

Added in proof. Meanwhile, we have observed that the main Theorem 12

remains true in separable Banach spaces. Indeed, let us remark that the assump-

tion that underlying space is a Hilbert space was used only through Lemma 10

and can be replaced now in the proof of Theorem 12 by Corollary 2 of L. Tzafriri,

Perturbations of spectral operators, Israel J. Math. 4 (1966), 62-64.
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